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Council Business Meeting 
March 6, 2018 

Title: Discussion of Vehicles for Hire Services 

From: Katrina L. Brown Assistant City Attorney 

 katrina.brown@ashland.or.us 
 

 

Summary: 

This is a continued discussion (started at the November 20, 2017, study session) of issues 

surrounding vehicles for hire in Ashland and a request for direction from the City Council about 

how it would like to address these issues.  Specifically, Council is asked to decide whether the 

public interest is better served by the enactment of provisions regulating all types of privately-

owned vehicles for hire or whether deregulation is more appropriate.  

 

Long before Uber, Lyft, and other Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) existed, the State 

of Oregon determined that the safety and reliability of vehicles for hire and the economic well-

being and stability of their owners and operators are matters of public concern.  As a result, the 

state legislature specifically authorized cities and counties to regulate privately-owned vehicles 

for hire.  (See Oregon Revised Statutes 221.485 and 221.495)  

 

As currently adopted, the Ashland Municipal Code (AMC) does not address newer forms of 

vehicles for hire such as TNCs nor does the AMC allow such TNCs to operate under their 

current models.   

 

Actions, Options, or Potential Motions: 

1. Direct staff to continue discussions with the full range of interested providers of vehicles 

for hire to craft amendments to the AMC that meet Ashland’s unique needs as a tourist 

destination and bring an ordinance containing such amendments back to Council for first 

reading. 

   

2. Leave it to Medford’s newly-enacted ordinance to regulate certain vehicles for hire, 

including TNCs, as some smaller cities such as Central Point have done.  

 

Staff Recommendation: 

Staff recommends Option 1 above.  

  

Resource Requirements: 

The development of amendments to Chapter 6.28 of the Ashland Municipal Code related to 

taxicabs will require additional staff time from the City Attorney’s office and other City 

Departments.  No direct expenditure of funds is anticipated in conducting research or in 

developing ordinance language. 

 

 

http://www.ashland.or.us/Agendas.asp?AMID=6823&Display=Minutes
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Policies, Plans and Goals Supported: 

N/A 

 

Background and Additional Information: 

City staff was initially contacted in late October of 2017 by a representative from Uber after 

Medford adopted its new ordinance regarding vehicles for hire.  Uber’s stated position was that it 

would like Ashland to adopt Medford’s regulatory regime since the two cities are in such close 

proximity or deregulate vehicle for hire services altogether.    

 

A number of cities in Oregon have chosen to adopt provisions regulating vehicles for hire.  

Portland, Salem, Corvallis, Bend, and Medford are examples.  Eugene is currently considering 

such regulations.  A few cities that are in close proximity to larger cities that already have 

provisions regulating TNCs have chosen not to adopt any provisions of their own – effectively 

leaving regulation of such services to the larger cities.  Central Point and Keizer are two such 

examples.  Keizer shares a common boundary with Salem, and Central Point shares a common 

boundary with Medford.       

 

Ashland has unique transportation services needs for a city of its size.  This is due in large part to 

the thousands of tourists who visit each year.  According to the Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s 

(OSF) Long Range Plan for 2016-2025, OSF draws over 400,000 visitors to Ashland every year. 

OSF’s theatres have the capacity to seat over 2,000 patrons on most nights during the summer.   

 

To provide direction to staff on how to proceed, Council is asked to provide provisional answers 

to the following questions:  

  

1.  What is the appropriate method (fingerprint-based/other) and level (how far back/types of 

violations) of background checks to utilize for individual vehicles for hire drivers who will be in 

close contact with the public?  Medford and Salem have adopted ordinances which codify Uber’s 

and Lyft’s preferred method and level of backgrounds checks, while Portland has adopted more 

stringent standards.   

  

2.  What is the appropriate fee structure, if any, for charging vehicles for hire to use Ashland’s 

streets for commercial purposes?  Some jurisdictions impose a flat application or registration fee 

while others charge a per ride fee.  Portland and the Port of Portland are examples of 

jurisdictions in Oregon imposing a per ride fee.     

 

3.  Should there be any regulation of the rates charged?  Should TNCs be allowed to use 

“dynamic” or “surge” pricing during peak usage times, such as late evenings when OSF plays are 

ending?  Such dynamic pricing is part of Uber’s current model.        

 

4.  What are the appropriate insurance levels for TNC?  Should they be required to reflect the 

Oregon Tort Claims Act limits for local governments (currently $1,412,000.00)?  Most 

jurisdictions have adopted one set limit of coverage for taxi companies and a tiered approach for 

TNCs.   
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5.  Should vehicles for hire be required to use designated drop-off and pick-up sites for certain 

kinds of activities, such as OSF plays, which are likely to result otherwise in significant spot 

congestion?  OSF has indicated that it is interested in establishing such designated sites to ease 

congestion around its facilities.    

 

6.  Should vehicles for hire agencies be required to provide wheelchair-accessible vehicles at all 

times?  Medford has a general requirement addressing passengers with disabilities.  Portland has 

specific requirements including a reasonable wait time for such vehicles.       

  

7.  Should there be regulatory equity among the various vehicle for hire agencies?   

 

 

Attachments: 

1. Mail Tribune – Not All Drivers Are Playing By the Rules article 

2. New York Times – When Calling an Uber Can Pay Off for Cities and States article 

3. CityLab – Who Owns Urban Mobility Data article 

 

Additional Links: 

Council Communication from November 20, 2017 

http://www.ashland.or.us/SIB/files/112017_Vehicles_for_Hire_Services.pdf
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